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User-Friendly Mail Assembly Solution
User-Friendly Mail Assembly Solution

Versatile, Intuitive and Productive

The DS-64i folder inserter can accommodate a wide range of documents, inserts and business reply envelopes (BRE) making it the ideal choice for a variety of applications and office environments. The DS-64i combines unparalleled ease-of-use with advanced technology. The intuitive color touch screen control panel prompts the operator through each step of job setup and operation. Neopost Remote Assistance enables folder inserter diagnostics and operator support to increase mail assembly productivity.

Easy Operation

The color touch screen display and automatic job setup make the DS-64i exceptionally easy to use. Simply load envelopes and documents and the DS-64i will adjust all settings automatically and even save them to the memory for instant recall. And, with automatic adjusting feeders, it can’t get any easier.

Multi-Page Processing

Efficiently and accurately assemble and process multi-page sets. The internal CIS scanner reads inserter control codes (OMR, OCR or BCR) which can be printed nearly anywhere on the document, providing you hours of time savings and getting your mail out faster.

The DS-64i Can Be Custom Configured

- Increase Processing Efficiency
  - A single multi-functional feeder
  - An intuitive easy-to-use control panel

- Prepare Invoices and Statements
  - Two multi-functional feeders
  - Finished envelope side exit
  - Store and recall up to 50 jobs

- Easily Create Marketing Mail
  - Crisply fold up to 8 pages
  - Load 1,200 inserts or 325 BREs with optional MaxiFeeder

- Add Business Reply Envelopes
  - Feed sheets, inserts or BREs
  - High-capacity vertical stacker
  - Automate multi-sheet documents

Business Impact

- Revenue Growth
  Maximize opportunities to better communicate with customers

- Risk Mitigation
  Ensure that every recipient receives the right mailpiece

- Customer Engagement
  Create your own professional looking mailpieces

- Expense Control
  Maximize productivity thanks to ease of use and speed
DS-64i

1. High-Capacity Vertical Stacker
Preserves printing order and holds up to 500 finished envelopes so operators spend less time unloading

2. Touch Screen Display
7” color graphical interface with wizard-based programming makes operation simple and intuitive

3. Feeder Linking
Continuous operation is achieved by linking feeders. If one feeder runs empty, another one automatically takes over, allowing you to refill as needed until your job is complete

4. Envelope Hopper
150-envelope capacity with on-the-fly reloading

5. Automatic Collator
Collate and fold up to 8 pages together

Processing Flexibility
DS-64i’s FlexFeed function allows you to process all document formats (inserts, documents and business reply envelopes, etc.). Additionally, the “Daily Mail” function even allows hand feeding of multi-page stapled document sets.

Efficient Processing
Load the feeders, and the DS-64i will accurately assemble the documents, fold, insert and even seal the finished envelopes, all in one quick process. The high-capacity envelope stacker is designed to improve accessibility and unloading of envelopes on the fly.
Enhance the DS-64i with the Optional Performance Package to Increase Productivity:

**Processing speed:** Up to 2,500/hour

**Folding capacity:** Up to 8 sheets/single fold

**Multi-document feeding:** Up to 10 documents

**Monthly volume:** Up to 20,000/month

**7” Color touch screen**
Standard

**FlexFeed® feeders**
Standard

**Cascade feeder linking**
Standard

**Daily Mail/Multi-page hand feeding**
Standard

**High-capacity vertical stacker**
Standard, up to 500 envelopes

**Double document detection**
Standard

**Automatic settings**
Standard

**Multi-license reading technology (OMR, BCR, 1D, 2D, OCR)**
Standard

**CIS document scanner**
Standard

**WiFi/LAN enabled**
Standard

**Remote diagnostics/assistance**
Standard

**Job memory**
50

**Fold types**
Letter, z-fold, single, double parallel, no fold

**Envelope feeder capacity**
150

**Document feeder capacity**
325

**Short tray feeder capacity**
Up to 50 BRE/325 inserts

**MaxiFeeder capacity**
Up to 325 BRE/1,200 inserts

**Accumulate before folding**
Up to 8 documents

**Catch tray**
Up to 100 envelopes

**Side exit (RH or LH)**
Up to 225 envelopes

**Noise level**
70 Db

**Document height**
3.5” - 14”

**Document width**
5.1” - 9.1”

**Envelope length**
3.5” - 6.35”

**Envelope width**
6.3” - 9.7”

**Maximum insert thickness**
1 mm

**Maximum set thickness**
2.5 mm

**Output Management Software (OMS)**
Available

Automated Document Preparation

Neopost’s optional Output Management Software (OMS) can add significant value by enhancing the formatting, personalization, grouping, printing, barcoding and addressing of your documents.

About Neopost

NEOPOST is a global leader in digital communications, shipping and mail solutions. Its mission is to help companies improve the way they manage interactions with their clients and partners. Neopost provides the most advanced solutions for physical mail processing (mailing systems and folders-inserters), digital communications management (Customer Communications Management and Data Quality applications), and supply chain and e-commerce process optimization (from point of sale to delivery, including associated tracking services).

With a direct presence in 29 countries and close to 5,800 employees, Neopost reported annual sales of €1.1 billion in 2017. Its products and services are sold in more than 90 countries.

Neopost is listed in compartment A of Euronext Paris and belongs to the SBF 120 index.

Find out more at [www.neopost.com](http://www.neopost.com).